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PRIMER

Composed by Scott Ka.wa.i (Spring 10)
Featuring Kyle
(oboe)# Na.than Campbell
Alphonso Sanchez (piano),
G-ibson (viol
Wooldridge (viola), Ann-Marie Kawai (double
Kevin Baker (doub

TEMPTATIONS
Composed

DIAMONJ
Composed by Daniel de Arakal (Spring 2010)
Featuring Daphne Medina. (viol in), Scott Kawai (ce II o),
Craig Shields (percussion)
MAG-IC BULLET
Composed by Da.niel de Ara.kal <Spring 200q)
Featuring Mary Young (flute), Ta.mar Edlebei (oboe),
Markey (clarinet), Stephen Sanders (french
horn), Charity Potter (bassoon), and Craig Shields
(percussion)

Featuring
COSMOS <FOR PERCUSSION TRIO)
Composed by Scott Kawai <Fg.11 2007)
Featuring Craig Shields, Collin Martin (alumni), a.nd
Kawai
l. Orter
IL Aug.
III. PhoyJtyhrm

KAMI <FOR STRINGComposed by Scott
In memory of
Fea.turing
(viol in)
(cello)
1

I. Ita.daki.masu I "I Shall
II. Kami I "Spirit
III. Ya.oyorozu No Ka.mi I "A
11
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Daniel de Arakal is a student of Dr. Sean Heim.
Scott Kawai is a student of Dr. Jeffrey Holmes.
This recital is in partial fulfillment of the Bachelor
of Music in Composition degree.
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Program Notes
PRIMER

Primer sets out to capture the idea of Kaos. Opposing the
Cosmos, Kaos has no order, sense, or predictability. With its
seemingly random note durations and rhythms, Primer features
a motive that constantly changes, and, being written for an
odd collection of instruments, offers a unique sound world.
-Scott Kawai

TEMPTATIONS

"Temptations"is solo guitar piece which explores the nature
of man and his indulgences in the seven deadly sins. This piece
consists of a. theme and seven variations Cone for every
in which the theme is altered through the additi~nJ:<?fxontra;..
punta.I melodies, extended techniques, manlpqlg.ti6n
rhythm, dynamics, tempo and pitch ma.~~rial: :_Daniel de Arakal

MEL.Mr.iE OF MELODIES

The extent of my composing wentbeygnd:the Conservatory
Music while at Chapman, QJ"14J wanted to showcase some of the
other mediums I foun4,e;i;eativity in. Ranging from films to
haunted houses to dqcurnenta.ries, marrying music with
media. has always intrigued and fa~cir,g,ted me. -Scott Kawai

KAMI (FOR STRING QUARTET)

In the spring of 200q, my grandfather, Shigeru Kawai, passed
away at the age of qi. I wrote this string quartet in memory
of him, drawing from Japanese influences. The piece begins
with each player having a trichord, and only playing those
three notes for the duration of the first movement. The
second movement starts a f us;on of these trichords
hexachords. in wh;chthe first violinist and the eel I
their notes and the second violinist and the viol
notes. Finally, in the third movement, the two hexachords
combine al lowing the complete twelve-note
be
available for aU thepla.yers. -Scott Kawai

BLACK DIAMOND

"Black Diamond"is a. piece written for violin, cello and vibraphone and is a musical illustration of a game of
at a park on a. windy day. This piece encapsulates the preparation and anticipation before throwing the disc and the
flight of the disc upon release. -Daniel de Arakal
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an exploration of two feuding sides of a.
The ensemble (wind quintet plus vibraphone) is divided into two groups of three instruments, opera.ting in
completely separate modes at the beginning and ends of the
piece. Through the middle, however, these groups find more
and more in common, which is achieved through altering the
mode by one pitch per group unti I both groups a.re, briefly,
opera.ting in the same mode, which indicates that, despite who
is in confl over wha. t, both sides always share some a.scommon. However, the brief focus on the
s1m1to emphasis on the differences in the two sides
piece. This piece is dedicated to the
s la. te gra.ndfather, Edmund Ja.cha.cz.
-Danie I Ara.ka.I
1

. . . ,. . ., ._, . . . . . .S <FOR PERCUSSION TRIO)
Cosmos based off of the Fibonacci numbers. The Fibonacci
starts with the numbers 0 and 1, and to get the
numbers, you add the two preceding numbers
The first ten numbers in the Fibonacci sequence,
then, a.re
l, l, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34}. This sequence is
used throughout the piece. First off, the order of the
movements follow the sequence. The piece begins withthe
prologue, which really isn't a. movement, so it is 0. Then the
players play movement I and repeat it, followed by
movements 2 and 3. So the order of the movements is 0, l, l,
and 3 (the Epilogue is to bring closure to the piece and is
of the sequence). Throughout the rest of:t~piece,
the Fibonacci sequence is used in determining fortn,pla.yer
note values, note subdivisions, note "pitches",
values, to name a. few. -Scott Kawai
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